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RECENT MOVEMENTS OF THE STOCK MARKET. 

It is a mooted point whether the liquidation which followed 

the collapse of the bull speculation culminating in 1881 was ever 

thoroughly completed. Some of the most successful operators in 

Wall street believe that the process of contraction would have 

run through 1885, and the country been the healthier for it, had 

it not been artificially arrested by the famous West Shore deal 

early in that year. No fixed time can be set for the readjustment 
of values which always follows an era of extravagant expansion. 
The ten year hypothesis does not bear examination. One year in 

ten is disastrous, it is said ; but the idea that the disastrous years 
follow each other exactly a decade apart is contradicted by the 
facts of history. 

Eighty-seven years is but a brief space in the life of a nation, 
but this brief period with us covers the growth of the country 
from youth to manhood ; from a population of less than six mill 
ions to one of sixty millions. We began the century in quiet 
prosperity, which, in 1807, was arrested by Jefferson's embargo 
policy, and the distresses and embarrassments of that were only 
exchanged for the worse ones of the war of 1812. When the war 
closed there started, in 1815, the first of the great 

" 
booms," many 

of which we have had since. It ran wild through 1816-17-18, 
and culminated in 1819, when a terrible crash in trade and specu 
lation of all kinds spread ruin throughout the land. It was not 
till 1823 that the country began to pick up again. It worked 

along upward with comparative steadiness until 1835, when a 

series of financial and commercial events started the country into 
another and more extravagant 

" 
boom," which collapsed in 1837. 

There was some recovery in 1839 and 1840, but it was short 

lived, and gave way to depression, the lowest point being reached 
in 1843. From this period the movement was upward, running at 
last into the extravagance which produced the smash of 1857. 
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The recovery from this break was comparatively rapid, as business 
was in good shape when the war came upon us. The era of ex 

pansion following the war collapsed in 1873, and the liquidation 
was not completed till 1877. Prices were then at their lowest, 
and from that time they went on rising till the summer of 1881, 
when the assassination of President Garfield made a turning 

point. A decline, then begun, continued until the panic of May, 
1884. In the July following there was a powerful upward move 

ment in the stock market, but, in October, prices broke, and the 

market was heavy until in the spring of 1885, when the enormous 

purchases of securities preparatory to the West Shore deal caused 

the market to start on an upward movement, which had but tem 

porary interruption until the decline began in June last. 

As just stated, some prominent stock operators consider that 

the upward impulse in 1885 came before its time, and that the 

liquidation was incomplete, or, at least, there was an unnatural 

stimulus given to the movement of recovery. The combination 

of capitalists who united the trunk lines in what was practi 
cally one control had to purchase securities on a grander scale 

than had ever before been known in Wall street. The result was 

that the whole railroad and financial world felt the upward im 

pulse, and in a few months the managers of nearly every great 
railroad system in the country were planning extensions and ex 

pansions in various forms, and bringing out new issues of bonds 

bearing only four per cent, interest. 

Wall street was made to see the future in a bright and novel 

light. Not only had the era of depression been passed, but in future 

money would never be worth more than four per cent., and, of 

course, all the old stocks and bonds which paid more must 

inevitably go up. All new bonds of companies in fair credit 

would be issued at four per cent., and be worth over par ; 
and it is a fact that the Illinois Central refunded some old seven 

per cent, bonds then falling due at three per cent., and got par 
for the new issue. It was the cheapness and abundance of 

money due to trade stagnation, but available at a time when an 

artificial impulse towards expansion and speculation had been 

given, which started railroad building forward with a leap and a 

bound in 1886 and 1887. Large issues of bonds were contracted 
for ; syndicates took them eagerly at high prices, and, in many 
cases, they have never been able to sell them since at a profit? 
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For it inevitably came to pass that as trade was everywhere stim 
ulated by the immense railroad construction, which rose from 

3,609 miles in 1885 to over 9,000 in 1886, and will reach 
almost 12,000 in 1887, the money was drained away from the 

great central reservoir in which it had stagnated, and as this 
drain continued, and the demand for the use of money increased, 
the interest rates based on a congested bank surplus of $50,000, 
000 or more disappeared with its disappearance. Four per cent, 

bonds on new roads were no longer sought after by investors, and 

it finally began to dawn upon Wall street that it had been too 

hasty in assuming that money in this country would only be 

worth four cent. 

But this discovery did not come in a day, and before it did 
come the market was carried up through the year 1866, until the 
bull speculation ran into extravagance in December of that year, 
which gave that grizzled veteran, Mr. Cammack, a splendid oppor 

tunity to attack it. He and his associates waited till the bank re 

serve surplus had run down to $4,000,000, suddenly tightened 
money in the customary way, and started a tremendous selling 
movement just when the market was in a wild ferment of bull 

activity. There was a great smash. Never was there a greater 

surprise, for the smash came without sign of warning. Usually, 
bear operations are started after it has been discovered that some 

large operators or combination of operators have sold out their 
stocks under cover of the excitement they have fomented, but in 
this case there was no waiting. The army of buyers on margin 

were loaded with all they could carry, and when the first blow was 

given it found the bull operators with their buying power strained 
to the utmost. They could buy no more, and the bears had things 
their own way. They sold the market down with merciless 

energy. In three days it was all over, and the subsequent rally 
was made by the very men who had done the breaking. It was a 

successful movement, and true scientific stock speculation, for 

they never lost control of the market for a moment, either in 

breaking or rallying, until the whole operation was complete. 
The then pending Inter-State Commerce Bill was the bogey used 
to scare the Street, but the real work was done by the pinch in 

money. 

It was lucky that the smash came in December. Had it been 
in April or May there would probably have been no recovery 
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worth mentioning until after the next crops had been harvested. 

As it was, there was time to get things together again before the 

disturbing uncertainties of the crop question should come up. 
The market gathered strength as the traders and owners plucked 
up courage. They argued that the December episode was merely 
a bear raid, temporarily interrupting the natural upward move 

ment of prices. There was truth in this. The railroads were 

making large earnings, business was active, and speculation in real 

estate, where the railroad companies had been doing most build 

ing, was giving an appearance of rapidly increasing wealth to the 

sections where it was liveliest. The bull movement increased 

in force. When May came the market was high. Fond anticipa 
tions were indulged in that it was going higher, because the rail 

roads earnings kept up so well. But somehow the market stuck. 

There were no bears in sight, every one was bullish, no cloud ap 

peared on the financial horizon, and all the financial writers were 

writing one way, that prices must certainly go up. 
Nevertheless, the market would not go up. It fell into dull 

ness and seemed stuck in a rut. The truth was, prices of stocks 

had been carried as high as they could go, compared with the div 

idends they paid, or were likely to pay during the year. Money 
was no longer a drug in the market, and rates of interest showed 

a tendency to rise, while dividends were still low. Then it was 

that the Street began to suspect that money would not always re 

main at four per cent. 

Whatever were his real ideas at this time, Mr. Gould's public 
utterances were strongly bullish, and the Street felt much en 

couraged as he talked about the big railroad earnings, and hinted 

that while there had been some extravagant speculation in real 

estate in the West, yet it was local and would do no harm. This 

was the first time the Street had had its attention directed to this 

phase of speculation. Even an operator so inclined to bearish 

views as Mr. Cammack did not anticipate what was coming later. 

He rather expected higher prices. Discussing the situation in 

June, he said he did not think the market had much chance to 

rise during that month, but about the 10th of August the bank 

deposits begin to run up, 
" and then," said he, striking his hands 

with energy, "then go in and bull them for all they're worth." 

Within ten days after this conversation the famous corner in June 

wheat at Chicago broke with disastrous effects. The stock mar 
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ket stood the shock with apparent ease, but its strength was de 

ceptive. The crash had ruined the Fidelity Bank of Cincinnati ; 
the banks throughout the country took alarm and began calling 
loans ; Mr. Cyrus W. Field was caught in the squall with all sail 

spread, and his Manhattan stock went down with a great smash. 

Something like panic reigned in the market on Friday, the 24th 

of the month. The Gould stocks fell violently, and dragged the 

whole list with them. It was rumored that Mr. Gould was dead ; 
but the Street subsequently got an idea that he was sufficiently 
alive that day to engineer the whole movement. 

From this time until October the market continued to decline, 
not regularly, but with the usual series of breaks and rallies. 

The strongest of the rallies was made on the occasion of the 

Reading syndicate coming to the rescue of the embarrassed Balti 

more & Ohio Company with its $5,000,000 loan ; but the rally 

disappointed the Street by the speedy way it exhausted its 

strength, and when, sometime later, the B. & O. telegraph prop 

erty was transferred to the Western Union, the consummation of 

this long-expected trade, upon which such extravagant bull 

expectations had been founded, produced no rally at all, but a 

decline instead. The main trouble was with the money market. 
The banks had received no return flow of money from the West 

during the summer, and when the usual drain came upon them 

for the fall crop movement, it found them with depleted reserves. 

Fearful of what might happen, they weeded out the loans, 
but more severely curtailed their discounts, preferring to lend 
their money only on call, and therefore in Wall street, from which 
alone there is a demand for call loans. 

This created a slowly tightening money stringency in com 

mercial circles, and from that direction arose a loud cry for help 
from the Treasury Department. The Treasury, it was said, had 

locked up all the money. The Treasury had, in fact, a good 
many millions less in its vaults than at the corresponding time 

the previous year ; the money had really gone West and South, 
where the real estate speculations, the great railroad construction, 
and consequent activity of trade, had absorbed it, or, more cor 

rectly, diffused it. However, the Treasury Department came to 
the assistance of the merchants by buying bonds, at first in a 

small way, and later by buying $14,000,000 of bonds in a lump. 
This, and the subsequent increase of government funds in the 
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depositary banks, gave the needed relief, and beyond question 
averted a panic. It tided over the period of most severe strin 

gency, and in the latter part of October the money market 
became easy. The stock market had just had its last and worst 

spasm, stocks having averaged on the 15th of the month their 
lowest prices of the year. 

As soon as money became easy, and people carrying stocks 

were no longer forced to lend them in the market as the readiest 

way of obtaining it, the whole speculative situation changed. 
The true policy of the successful bear operators, who were known 
to be Messrs. Cammack, Bateman, and Jones, should then have 
been to wind up their bear campaign ; and even if they did not 
care to buy stocks and rally the market, at least to draw of and 
let others do it. So successful had this combination been in their 

operations, that if they had chosen to start a bull movement, 
there is no doubt they could, inside of thirty days, have sent the 

market upward as rapidly as ever they had put it down. Their 
success had brought them a large and confident following, and if 
it had been announced that the great bear combination had agreed 
the time had come for a reaction, the reaction which soon did come 

would have been stronger than it was, and the movement would 
have been under their control as the downward movements had 

.been. Self-control, however, is not so easy after such a period of 
success as they had had. They pressed too far on the bear side ; 
a powerful combination was made with the bull party in Eeading 
at its head, the market was turned against them and sent rapidly 
upward on its November bull movement. 

The interesting feature of this summer bear campaign is that 
at no time did the railroads, with only one or two exceptions, report 
anything but increased gross earnings, and general trade never 

for a moment seemed to slacken its activity ; yet the price of steel 

rails declined ; so did iron, and new bonds became unsalable. 
So long as railroad earnings increased, and trade showed no falling 
off, it would have been natural to expect that stocks would rise, 
and they would have gone on rising had not the original, basis of 
the bull movement been a fallacious one. It was a false theory 
of the future value of money, or, if it be preferred in that form, 
of the rates of interest. It was assumed that hereafter 4 per 
cent, was the maximum that could be expected from investments; 
therefore any stock reasonably certain of paying 4 per cent, divi 
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dends would be worth par, and good bonds bearing that rate 
would go up to a 3 or 3 J4 per cent, basis. The market had been 
carried up to this limit in May last, when it appeared that while 
stocks paying 4 per cent were at par, or thereabouts, money could 

be lent at better rates with these same stocks as collateral on a 

safe margin, and the prospect was that in the fall there would be 
a scarcity of money and corresponding high rates for it. 

This is what happened, and had not the Treasury given its 

help when it did, Wall street would have seen money at y? and 
1 per cent, per day before October had passed. It has often been 

said since that the summer scare about tight money wa's a delusion; 
but the proof that it was not, is the fact that the twenty-seven 

millions or so let out by the Treasury were all absorbed, with the 
effect of putting the money market in a condition of comparative 
ease for a time ; but as early as November time loans were again 
at 6 per cent, for thirty days or six months. If this was the 
condition of the market after the Treasury had given its help, 

what would it have been had no help been given ? 

Considering the outlook for the year before us, certain prom 
inent facts have to be borne in mind. Politically, the year is un 
favorable to bull speculation, because of the disturbance which 
comes from a Presidential election, and furthermore, a re-adjust 

ment of the tariff is imperative. The effect of a wise revision 

must, of course, be favorable to prices, but in the period of tran 
sition the uncertainty has a depressing tendency. The corn 

crop has been the worst since the disastrous year 1881, and the 
cotton crop has fallen much below expectations. It is the short 

age in corn which will hurt the most, for that is the best crop the 
railroads have to move, and instead of a crop for this season of 
2,100 million bushels, we have only one of 1,400 million bushels. 
The effect on the earnings of the railroads which depend much 

upon corn for freight cannot fail to be bad. The loss which comes 

directly from the less quantity of grain carried is the least loss ; 
it is the loss which comes indirectly from the depressing influence 
of the crop damage on trade in the sections which have been 
hurt. 

In addition to the above, there must be counted against the 
bull side the certain shrinkage in railroad construction during 1888 
as compared with 1887. It is probable there will not be built in the 

year before us more than one-half the mileage that was built in 
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the year past ; that is, instead of 12,000 miles of new road, only 
about 6,000 miles will be built. This, in itself, represents a very 

great shrinkage in general trade. The total tonnage moved by all 
the railroads in 1887 is estimated by H. V. Poor at 545 million 

tons, and in 1886, at 482 million tons ; total for the two years, 
1,027 million tons. For the two years preceding 1886 the esti 

mated tonnage was only 836 million tons. It is evident from this 
and other figures that a sudden stride has been made forward in 
the years 1886 and 1887, and, following the usual precedents, there 
should be a settling back in 1888. 

For this peculiar feature is noted in our industrial progress : 

that while a ten-year cycle can only be faintly traced, and that by 
the help of much imagination, there is very plainly defined a two 

years' period wherein speculation made a sudden rush beyond the 

rate of progress in the years preceding ; that is, the culmination 

of a period of safe prosperity has been a sudden expansion and ex 

travagant speculation running for two years, and then came the 

crash. The crash has necessarily been severe in proportion to the 

wildness of the speculation preceding. General trade seems to 

have been conducted on a fairly safe basis of late, and the only 

extravagance has been in railroad building and in Western land 

speculation. The latter has been pushed to wild excesses, and the 

reaction will cut deep. Altogether, it would seem that the year 
1888 would be less favorable 'to bull speculation than 1887 had 

been, but that no severe crash threatens. 
Cuthbeut Mills. 
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